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Collective is delighted to present Machine 
Room, a research project developed 
by Georgia Horgan as part of Satellites 
Programme 2015. 
 
Georgia’s practice incorporates writing, film 
and sculpture to research history, politics and 
objects from a feminist, Marxist perspective. 
The exhibition at Collective is part of a body 
of research undertaken by Georgia that 
explores the intersection between the growth 
of the textile industry and patterns of witch 
hunting in Scotland. Taking the form of a 
workroom, the exhibition contains images, 
artifacts and re-published historical and 
contemporary texts that highlight alternative 
historical or political narratives. 

Caliban and the Witch by Silvia Federici is 
a central text in the exhibition. Federici’s 
book charts the persecution of ‘witches’ 
from medieval Europe to colonial Latin 
America, exposing this as much more than 
hysterical superstition, but a nuanced political 
manoeuvre. According to Federici, as a 
result of various ideological developments 
around the early modern period, population 
became a core concern of the ruling class. 
The increasing necessity to create a larger 
workforce, post-Reformation religious zeal, 
and the Enlightenment re-evaluation of the 
body as a machine, meant witch hunting 
became a tool to discipline those who 
participated in any forms of unproductive 
sexuality – prostitutes, single or older women, 
homosexuals, and those who provided 
traditional medicines and contraception, such 
as midwives or healers.

Placing an emphasis on generative, dispersed 
and networked methods of relaying 
information – such as conversation and self-
publishing – the exhibition proposes Scotland 
as a model for Federici’s ideas about the 
crucial and often overlooked link between 
the development of capitalism and the 
subjugation of women. In addition, a series 
of events will be held in the gallery space 
discussing how women, the body and labour 
are implicated in contemporary capitalism. 
This will include a screening of Performing the 
Border by Ursula Biemann, Sisters! by Petra 
Bauer and an event hosted by Glasgow-based 
artists Letitia Beatriz. 

Georgia has developed Machine Room as part 
of Satellites Programme during her post as 
Associate Producer at Collective. 

Georgia Horgan lives and works in Glasgow 
and graduated from her BA at the Glasgow 
School of Art in 2013.  Recent exhibitions 
include: Early Modern Administrative 
Machine, a solo exhibition at WASPS Studios, 
Dundee in 2014 and Fold Up Snap On, a group 
show at The Pipe Factory, Glasgow, as part of 
Glasgow International 2014. Her writing has 
been included in Undercurrents journal and in 
2013 she participated in Generator Printhouse: 
Anyone Incapable of Taking Sides Should Say 
Nothing, at Generator Projects, Dundee. 



She stands alone in the twilight, in an empty 
space, holding in her hands a skein of blue 
yarn that weaves around her to embrace a 
cluster of homes, which, because of this, 
appear almost as a continuation of her body. 
Trazando el camino, 1990 (above) is among 
the many paintings that Rodolfo Morales, one 
of Mexico’s best twentieth century artists, 
has dedicated to the theme of the female 
body as the material and social fabric holding 
the community together. Morales’ painting 
is a counterpoint to the image of the witch: 
with her quiet look and embroidered apron, 
the woman it represents is almost angelic. 
Yet something magical and secretive about 
her recalls the female ‘conspiracy’ that was 
the historical justification for the witch hunts 
that bloodied Europe from the fifteenth to 
the eighteenth century, perhaps providing a 
clue to some of the mysteries at the heart of 
this persecution, which historians have yet to 
solve.

Why were the witch hunts primarily directed 
against women? How does one explain the 
fact that for three centuries, thousands of 
women in Europe became the personification 
of ‘the enemy within’ and of absolute evil? 
And how does one reconcile the all-powerful, 
almost mythical portrait that inquisitors and 
demonologists painted of their victims—as 
creatures of hell, terrorists, man-eaters, 
servants of the devil, wildly riding the skies 
on their broomsticks—with the defenseless 
figures of the actual women who were 
charged with these crimes and then horribly 
tortured and burned at the stake?

As I wrote in Caliban and the  Witch, the 

witch hunt instituted a regime of terror on 
all women, from which emerged the new 
model of femininity to which women would 
have to conform to be socially accepted 
in the developing capitalist society: 
sexless, obedient, submissive, resigned to 
subordination to the male world, accepting 
as natural their confinement to a sphere of 
reproductive activities that in capitalism have 
been completely devalued.1

Women were terrorised through fantastic 
accusations, horrendous torture, and public 
executions  because their social power had to 
be destroyed—social power that in the eyes 
of their persecutors was obviously significant, 
even in the case of older women. Old women, 
in fact, carried the collective memory of 
the community. As Robert Muchembled 
has reminded us, they were the ones who 
remembered the promises made, the faith 
betrayed, the extent of property (especially 
land), the customary agreements, and the 
responsibility for their violations.2 Like the 
blue yarn in Trazando el camino, old women’s 
going from house to house circulated stories, 
secrets, knowledge; binding passions, 
weaving together past and present events. 
As such they were a disturbing, fear-inspiring 
presence for a reforming elite of modernisers 
who were bent on destroying the past and 
undoing customary relations and obligations. 

As for the reasons why women’s earthly 
challenges to the power structures had 
to be portrayed as a demonic conspiracy, 
this is a phenomenon that has been played 
out over and over again in history, down to 
our own times. The McCarthy ‘witch hunt’ 

against Communism, and the present ‘war 
on terror,’ have relied on such dynamics. 
The exaggeration of ‘crimes’ to mythical 
proportions so as to justify horrendous 
punishments is an effective means to terrorise 
a whole society, discourage resistance to 
devaluation, and make masses of people 
afraid to engage in practices that until then 
were considered normal.

The witch was the Communist and terrorist 
of her time, which required a ‘civilising’ drive 
to produce the new ‘subjectivity’ and sexual 
division of labour on which the capitalist 
work discipline would rely. The witch hunts 
were the means by which women in Europe 
were educated in their new social task, and 
a massive defeat was inflicted on Europe’s 
‘lower’ classes, who had to learn about the 
power of the state to destroy any form of 
resistance to its rule. 

Silvia Federici

Epilogue
 
Scotland’s witch hunt was one of the 
bloodiest in Europe, with accusations running 
into the thousands. The nation’s transition to 
capitalism was equally intense, with factories, 
particularly textile mills, springing up in 
significant numbers across the central belt 
in the late 1600s and early 1700s. In line with 
Federici’s critique of Marx, this transition 
to capitalism was not characterised by a 
bona fide bourgeois revolution, but a re-
consolidation of power by an already existing 
feudal ruling class.3

As Federici describes, women’s bodies, 
knowledge, and traditions represented the 
social fabric of communities. The witch hunt 
tore apart this fabric, re-configuring sexual 
politics through torture, fear and oppression 
in order to transfer power away from the 
bonds of common land, traditional medicine 
and peasant solidarity, and redistribute it 
towards the ascetic work practices necessary 
for the large-scale manufacture of cloth.

In the eyes of a post-Reformation, 
Enlightenment establishment in Scotland, 
the body was a machine, and for women 
specifically, a reproductive machine.4 Federici 
suggests that the body is for women what the 
factory is to the male waged worker;5 in this 
exhibition, the story of the building of this 
corporeal factory (or prison) is made visible. 
From here, a selection of contemporary 
texts, events and films about the relationship 
between women and machines tentatively 
explores how the mechanical body could be 
radicalised from within. 
 
Georgia Horgan
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Witch hunting, Past and 
Present, and the Fear of the 
Power of Women 
 
The text below is an abridged version of the 
essay written by Silvia Federici for Documenta 
13, 2012.



Machine Room 
Birch ply tables and bookshelves.

Witch hunting accusations in industrialising 
areas 
1x1.5m
Digital knit

Witch hunting accusations in a sample of rural 
areas
1x1.5m
Digital knit
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Machine Room is part of Satellites 
Programme, Collective’s development 
programme for emergent artists based in 
Scotland. Satellites Programme includes 
four solo presentations by selected Scotland 
based artists and one project presented by 
an Associate Producer. The programme is 
specifically developed to facilitate artists at 
this pivotal point in their career through peer 
review, professional development, mentoring, 
exhibitions and events.

Collective is a contemporary, visual art 
organisation established in 1984. Collective 
delivers an exciting and ambitious programme 
of exhibitions, new commissions, events and 
off-site projects. Collective produces major 
new work by Scotland based and international 
artists who are at a pivotal stage in their 
development.

Over the next two years, Collective will be 
making the City Observatory complex its new 
home, opening the whole site to the public 
for the first time. This will bring contemporary 
visual art into the iconic heart of Edinburgh.


